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Decision Making

his final lesson gives students an oppodunity to increase their
understanding of decision making, beginning with a problem

and working toward a solution as a group. ln this process,

students will practice many of the skills they have been working on

throughout the course, especially those relating to teamwork, positive
work habits and attitudes, and communication.

Lesson Obiectives
At the end of this lesson, students will be able to

> identify decisions they make in their everyday lives,

> talk about how people make decisions, and

) recognize that decisions have consequences'
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) To increase students' u66g6tanding 
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their everyday lives

anO in the workPlace

) To increase students' abilW to use
- 

a-Ji"ion-makingskills

) To review ttre KAPOW curriculum
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Summany of Teachen Activities

Gourse Review and Deeision Making (page 111)
ln the core activity, the teacher reviews the main points from the previous
lessons and ties concepts of decision making to each one.

Restaurant (page 113)
ln a pretend restaurant, students take turns being workers and customers.
As workers, they decide what to serve, how much to charge, and who will
be responsible for jobs. As customers, they decide what to order and how
much to spend.

BiBLiOGRAPI{Y (page 119)
You may want to include a book choice from the Bibliography to introduce
this lesson or to use in another place in the lesson.

GROSS.CURRIGULUM GoNNEeTENS (pase 120)
To supplement this lesson, you may want to use one or more of the related
activities in Cross-cuniculum Connections.

Lettens Home (page 114)
Send home the "Letter Home" and the "My KAPOW Letter Home" with
each student.

Summany of Volunteen Activities
Each of the volunteer activity choices allows the students to directly
experience decision making as members of a group.

tr Parrot lsland Vacation (page 115)
Children work together to decide what items to take on a tropical
island vacation.
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Using a list of possible party items, children work together to decide what
to serve guests and what to include in goody bags.

Design a New Toy
ps, children imagine and design a brand new toy.

Party Time!

(page 116)

(page 117)
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3 Gone ! Gounse Review and
Activity ! Decision Making

matenials
aoaaaaaaaaaaaaa
> lesson summaries

from Lessons 1-7

> constrrction paper in
a variety of colors

> large, plain paper

> letter stencils or
cardboard templates
of letters

> markers or
colored pencils

> glue sticks

> scissors
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AETiViTiES

fr ss-oo minutes
using the summary sheets from each lesson, you will review the main
points of the KAPow program to date. Then students talk about ways
in which decision making applies to the lesson topics. students finish by
making a job word.

Steps
Before class, review the summary sheets from Lessons 1-7. Write
one word or phrase about each lesson on a singie review sheet. As
an alternative, you may want to hang all the summary sheets around
the room and spend a longer time on review.

You may want to consider dividing this core activity into two class periods
and do Steps 1 and 2 in one period and Step 3 in another.

1. Talk about decision making.
lntroduce the topic of decision making. Tell students to take one sheet
of construction paper for a project they will do soon. Ask students how
they chose the color. Then ask, "What are some examples of other
decisions that peopie make?" Encourage students to think of examples
from their own lives (which clothes to wear, what to eat, which book to
read) as well as from stories you may have read in class. Write some
examples on the board.

2. Summarize I(APOW lesson objectives.
Hang the sumrnary sheets from Lessons 1-7 or the single summary
sheet that you prepared around the room. Briefly review the topic of
each lesson. Explain that today you will talk about how these things
are all important in decision making.
) Lessorl 1: What ls Work?

Ask students to think of a job and describe the kinds of decisions
people in the job must make. Prompt with these questions:
. How do teachers decide what books to read to the class?
. How do cooks decide what food to make for their customers?
r How do florists decide what flowers will look nice together

in an arrangement?

) Lesson 2: What Do You Want to Be When You Grow Up?
Ask students how they will decide what they want to be.
e What do you like to do?
. What jobs have you learned about that you think you would like?

skills
aaaaa
talking, listening,
slmthesizing
information,
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: > LessoN 3: Your Attitude ls Showing

: A"k for examples in which good decisions lead to good work habits

: "nd 
afritudes.

o . ls doing your homework a choice? Is it a good choice? Why?
. 

JJ

| . ls showing up for work on time a good or bad choice? Why?

: . lf you respect yourself and others and show cooperation, how will

3 other people feel?

: . lf you always do your best, how will you feel? Why?

: > Lessorl 4: Go Team Go!
I n"k for examples in which teams make decisions.
a

: . How do you decide which movie to see with a group of friends?

I . How does a family or group decide what to eat?

: . How do people who work together decide what to do?

: > Lessorl 5: On the Job
I n"k for examples in which students observed decisions being made in

: the workplace on their worksite visit.

: . Did you see a team of people working together? What decisions

: do you think they were making?

i o How do you think people make decisions at work?

: > Lessoru 6: Open Minds
! f"lk about how decisions to hire people for jobs should be made

! b"sed on what people can do, not on what they look like or if they

: are male or a female.

' o lf you were going to hire someone to be a cook at the school,
o ftow would you decide which person is the best for the job?

' . What skills and experience should the person have? (cooking ability,
. experience in a busy restaurant)

: > Lessorl 7: Say What You Mean
: Remind students that good communication-polite talking and
ao listening-are required when people make decisions together.

: . Give an example of a time when you should listen (when someone is
. presenting an idea).

: . Give an example of a time when you should talk (when you want
o to share an idea).

: . How can good talking and listening help groups of people

: .ake decisions?

! g. filafe a colored letter picture.
! Each student chooses a job to illustrate. Ask the students what letter the

I joU starts with. Using stencils or templates, help students trace their letter
. onto the colored construction paper they chose in Step 1.

! Next, students cut out and glue the letter onto a larger piece of plain

I p"p.r and finish writing the word. They can draw a picture of the worker

: 
'""n'ng 

a decision. Display the job words and pictures.

I l2 KAPow Level 1



reading, writing,
drawing, math

materials
aaaaaaaaaaaaaa
> constniction paper

> pencils, markers

> play money, play
food, paper plates
and cups (fhese
items can be made
from construction
paper.)

> optional: costumes

> poster board or
other large sheet

r take turns being restaurant workers who take orders, serve food, chargee mon€!, and give change, and being customers who decide what to order,
. and eat, and who pay for their meals.

Steps
1. Plan the restaurant.

Explain to the class that they are going to pretend to open a restaurant.
Ask these questions:

> What jobs are needed to run a restaurant? (cook, waiter, cashier)
) What decisions do people make about restaurants? (Workers

decide what food to serve, how much to charge, and who will
do the different jobs; customers decide how much money they
can spend and what they want to eat.)

2. Set up the restaurant.
Tell students that they will make these decisions about how to set up
their restaurant:

) the food to serve
) how much to charge
) the name of the restaurant
) who will do different jobs

You may want to divide the class into groups, and assign each group
a job. The groups will need to share information. Here are some
suggestions:

Food: Decide what food the restaurant will serue and make the food
from construction paper. Students can glue the play food to paper
plates or draw food directly onto paper plates.

Prices: Decide the prices of the food. Keep the prices simple, for
example, sandwiches $3, drinks $1, cake $2.

Menu: Write a menu and make a few copies, if possible.

Restaurant name: Give the restaurant a name and create a sign on
poster board.

set up an area of the classroom with real or pretend tables and chairs,
a counter for the cashier, and a kitchen.
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3. Run the restaurant.
Students take turns running the restaurant and being customers. Here
are some decisions the people working in the restaurant make:

> Who will take the orders and serve the food? (waiter)

> Who will cook the food? (chef)

> Who will add the bills and take the money? (cashier)

These are the decisions that customers make:

> What food will I order?

) How much money can I afford to spend?

4. Talk about the decisions.
At the end of the restaurant role-play, ask students to think about how
they made decisions. Use these questions and any others you might
think of:

) How did you decide what food to put on the menu and how

Teachens

much to charge?

How did you decide who would do the different jobs?

How did customers decide what to eat?

@ Horne i 
", 

KApow Letter Home W eo minutes
Gonnection .. As soon as possible after you and the volunteer complete this lesson, give

r lour students time to complete "My I(APOW Letter Home" on pages
Z IZO-IZZ. Encourage students to take their letters home and share them

! with family rnembers.

3 nt tn" end of the lesson, students also take home and share all their
! XnpOW worksheets and projects. Use the KAPOW briefcases or folders, if
! students made them in Lesson 2.
a. Finally, remember to send home the "Letter Home" on page 125 with
r €ach student.
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Before the volunteer begins an activity...
lf the volunteer decides to do the "Design a New Tof' activity, start
collecting boxes of different sizes.

After the activity is completed...
lf you made KAPOW folders or briefcases in Lesson 2, make sure tfiat
students take all their work home in them.
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lntnoduction
This final lesson brings together many of the ideas you've been working on
throughout the course. Be sure to keep the warm-up to ten minutes so
you have enough time for the activity that you choose.

As you work with the children, feel free to help them with their decision
making- However, keep in mind that they are responsible for coming up
with a plan. Let them do most of the work.

whichever activity you choose, begin the lesson with the warm-up and
end with the Wrap-up.

Wanm-up
To get the class talking about decision making, tell a story about a
decision you made today, such as driving a certain route to school to
avoid a traffic jam or bringing an umbrella because rain is predicted.
Then ask the students for examples of smart decisions they made today.

Guide them to understand that thinking ahead can help them make
smart choices. Tell students that in today's activity, they will make srnart
decisions as a group.

Now begin the activity that you have chosen.

GHOiCES: II p"nrot lsland Vacation ffi ss-as minuteE

Students must decide what to pack for a camping vacation to a remote,
tropical mountain.

Stepsmatenials
aaaaoaaaaaoaaaa
> copies of 'tParrot

lsland Vacation"
worksheet
(pages 122-123)

> pencils
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1. Set up the activity.
Divide the class into groups of three to six students each.

Distribute the "Parrot lsland Vacation" worksheets to each child in each
group and explain the activity: Each group has just won a fabulous, all-
expenses- paid trip to Parrot lsland. Each child in the group may bring
six items. But there's a catch. Five of the items must be the same for
every person in the group. For the sixth item, each child makes his or
her own choice from the list on the worksheet.

/-TaPs,

Whichever activity
you choose, your
role is to help
students experience
and understand the
process of making a

decision in a group.
Guide the students,
but don't make the
decisions for ttem.

Lesson 8: Decision Making I I5
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2. Decide what to pack.
The students in each group have to decide together which five items to
pack. Use Part 1 of the "Parrot lsland Vacation" worksheet to find out
information about the place and to choose which items to bring. Read
the directions and the information with the students.

As you move from group to group, check to see that the students are
working together to make decisions. lf some students aren't
participating, ask those students, "What would you like to take to an
island? You can go swimming there. What would you need to swim?"

Guide children through the exercise by helping them think of things
they will need, but let them make the final decisions about which items
to pack. As each group chooses five items, the children complete Par12
of the worksheet.

ln Part 3 each child makes an individual choice from the list in Part 1.

The children can share their decisions with the other groups.

2. Brainstoffn a new toy.
Divide the class into small groups. ln their groups, students discuss
what kind of new toy they will make. They may start to draw right away.

: El Design a New Toy ffi +s-sa minul,e,.

... . . ..T3!?Ii3ls.
> paper

> pencils, crayons,
markers

> optional: materials
tor making and
advertising the
products {paint,
boxes for packaging,
paper for covering
boxes, etc.)

! This activity will work especially well if the children visited a marketing
. department during the worksite visit. Groups of students work together
o to come up with a new toy. They draw pictures of the toy to show what
! it would look like. lf you have time and materials, you may want the

! children to create an ad or package for the toy that would make people
. want to buy it.
a

; Steps
! t. lntroduce products and marketing.
! fxptain to the children that one of the biggest decisions a company

! makes is what to sell. Employees work together to come up with ideas

' for new products. Tell the children that advertising and selling products

: i" called "marketing."
a
a
a
a
a
a

i n= you observe the groups, help the children stay on track. Compliment
! tneir ideas, even if they are unrealistic. For example, if a group decides

: to make a car that also flies, encourage their creativity. Tell them to be
. specific. lf a group wants to make a new computer game, ask them to
! d.="ribe what happens in the game. lf a group is having a hard time
! coming up with ideas, ask them about some of their favorite toys.
a. 3. Draw pictures of the toys.
e Each child in the group draws a picture of the new toy. lf you also have
I tlme and materials, the children can make a package for it.

a
a

:
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4. Present the new toy.
Allow time for each group to present their toy. Students may show their
pictures and the package, if they have made one. Ask these questions:

> What is the name of your toy?

> What does it do, or how do you play with it?

> Why is it special?

> Who will buy it?

: O PanW Time! W m-go minutee
ar Groups of students plan a party for the whole class and make a collage

! of what they will serve at their party. They must make decisions together.

! ln a brief report to the class, each group presents their party plan.
a

! Steps
a. 1. Brainstorm the party.
ai Divide students into groups of five. Using the "Party Planner ldeas"

! worksheet, each group plans a party by choosing items from each

! category on the worksheet. The groups work together to come to
e their decisions.
a

! e. ruaxe a party collage.
! ln their groups, children draw the party items they have chosen from

: the worksheet, cut them out, and create a party collage. Display the
a. collages in the classroom.
a

| 3. Present the party plan.

! Allow time for each group to present their pady ideas to the class.
. Students should tell everyone what food, drinks, and party favors
ao they will have at their party and show their collages.
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matenials
aaaaaaaaaoaaaa
> copies of "Pafil

Planner ldeas"
worksheet
(page 124)

> paper

> pencils, markers,
crayons

> scissors

> glue
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Wnap-up
1. Write on the board "How did you decide?" With the whole class

together, ask the children to tell you how they made decisions.

: What did they do in their groups? How did they alt decide?

3 Write the answers under the topic question as students call them
3 out. The answers don't have to be "right." For example, if "yelling"
: is suggested, write it down. Other answers might include "voting,"

: "talking," *asking each other," "listening," *trading," "writing down

: answers," "assigning jobs."

3 Z, After you write all the answers, talk about how the groups reached

: their decisions. Ask questions like these:

: > Did everyone have a turn?

: > What different jobs did peopte do?
a

: t Did You share jobs or ideas? How?

' > Did one person end up doing all the work? Why or why not?

: > Did you argue about some choices? How did you work out the
! arguments?

: > Was everyone happy with the decision? Why or why not?
a

: 3. Now relate the students' decision making to the world of work.
! Cive some examples of decisions from your everyday work. Here
I are some ideas for discussion:

: > ln decision making, some people take different jobs. Sometimes
I one person writes everything down. Another person might give

: ideas. Someone else might try to help two people who disagree.

: > Groups often vote on a decision after they talk about all

I the ideas.

: > Owners or managers of companies sometimes make decisions
: for the group.
a

' 4. Look again at the list of answers on the board. Ask students which
r ways of making decisions worked best.

W zo minutes

I I I KAPow Lever 1



BiBLiOGRAPHY

This selection of books related to the lesson can help you introduce the
lesson topic, supplement the lesson activities, or add reading choices to
the lesson.
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaoaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

Alexander, Who Used to Be Rich Last Sunday by
Judith Morst. Aladdin Books, 1978. ln this humorous
story, Alexander realizes how many ways a person

can spend a dollar and experiences the consequences
of his decision to spend instead of save his money.

A Birthday Basket for Tra by Pat Mora. lllustrated
by Cecily Lang. Macmillan, 1992. Cecilia must
decide which items to select for her great aunt's
birthday basket.

The Blanket That Had to Go by Nancy Evan Gooney.
lllustrated by Diane Dawson. Putnam, 1981 . Attached
to the blanket she always carries around, Susi must
decide what to do with it on her first day of kinder-
garten since her mother insists she shouldn't take it
with her.

Bobby Otter and the Blue Boat by Margaret Burdick.
Little, Brown, 1986. Bobby Otter tries again and again
to find something valuable enough to trade for the
blue boat in Badgeds store. At last he decides on the
perfect thing.

Chicken Little by Sally Hobson. Simon & Schuster,
1994. ln this version oI Henny Penny or Chicken
Licken, Chicken Little takes a small piece of
information and, without thinking much, jumps
to an inaccurate conclusion.

Edward in Deep Water by Rosemary Wells. Dial,
1995. Mom and Dad decide for Edward that he
should give up his water wings before the birthday
pool pafry, but Edward gives them up only when he

is ready. A good lesson in following one's instincts
when making decisions.

EIbertE Bad Word by Audrey Wood. lllustrated by
Audrey and Don Wood. Harcourt Brace Jovanovich.
1988. ln this humorous story, Elbefc, a young boy,

misbehaves at a posh parry by uttering a bad word
in front of the guests. Aware that he might do it again.

he decides that he needs the advice of someone
older and wiser to help him gain maturity and

self-control.

A Fruit and Vegetable Man by Roni Schotter.
Pictures by Jeanette Winter. Little, Brown, 1993.

Ruby Rubenstein, a fruit and vegetable man all his life,

teaches the business to a young boy, Sun Ho. Only
then is Ruby able to make the decision to retire.

lra Sleeps Over by Bemard Waber. Houghton Mifflin,
1972. Feartul that his friend will laugh at him if he

brings his teddy bear to a sleepover, but just as fearful
that he won't be comfortable without it, ka must make
a decision. Though he listens to advice from family
members, he eventually decides based on the facts
as he experiences them.

Mr. Rabbit and the Lovely Present by Charlotte
Zolotow. Pictures by Maurice Sendak. Harper & Row,
'1962. A little girl, who has a hard time deciding what
to give her mother for a birthday present, asks Mr.

Rabbit, who makes many appropriate suggestions.

The One Bad Thing about Birthdays by David R.

Collins. lllustrated by David Wiesner. Harcourt Brace
Jovanovich, 1981 . A boy tries to decide what to wish
for on his birthday.

Seven Blind Mice by Ed Young. Philomel Books,
1992. Each mouse makes a different decision,
depending on his point of view about what the
strange something that appears near their pond is.
The mice argue about who is right until the seventh
mouse looks at every point of view and discovers
the whole truth.

Wiltrid Gordon McDonald Partridge Mem Fox.

lllustrated by Julie Vivas. Kane/Millet 1984. When
Wilfrid Gordon hears that the elderly Miss Nancy
has lost her memory he asks his adult friends what
"memory" is. Then he decides what he will do to
help Miss Nancy regain her memory.

-'!,a,1':"4
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It's Youn Day!
MATH, LnrucueeE Anrs
Any work day involves a schedule. For a moming,
afternoon, or whole school day, give students a list
of everything that needs to get done, for example,
math for forty-five minutes, writing for thirty minutes.
Students can work in pairs or independenfly to
organize the schedule in anyway they would like.

Make a Gomputen Sehedule
Lerucuace Anrs, ARr (Writing, Drawing)
This activity follows "lt's Your Day!" Students write
their schedules in the computer lab with lhe Kidpix
program and add illustrations. Many jobs involve
using computers and art programs. Artists and
designers who make books, games, TV shows,
packages, and computer progmms use art programs
and computers to create their work.

Bottles, Bottles, Bottles
Scteruce (Conservation, prediction)

When people sell food, water, juice, or soda, they
need to figure out what kinds of containers are best
for holding their products and shipping them. Give
students a bucket of water and botUes of various sizes
and shapes. Ask them to predict which botfle will hold
the most water, the next amount, and so on to the
smallest bottle. Students check their predictions by
filling the bottles with water, then pouring the water
into a measuring container.

Stonies on Stage
Larucuece Anrs (Speaking, Memorization)
ln groups, students choose a familiar book and decide
together how they will act out the story. Groups can
perform for the class.
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*GRoSS.GURRTGULUM

GOTUNEGTfoNS
These fun activity ideas will help you expand and reinforce the lesson
with connestions to the major curriculum areas, such as science, social
studies, math, aft, and language arts.
aaaaaaaaaaoaaooaaaaaaaaoaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

lndoor/Outdoor Recess
(Telling Time, Writing) Lerucunce ARTs, Socrnl Sruores (Organization,

Decision Making)
Ask students which they would prefer, indoor or
outdoor recess. Help them set up a debate about
the good and bad points of each choice.

Reading Time
Leruculce Anrs (Reading Aloud, Listening)
ln groups, students choose books to read together,
taking turns to read aloud. Give a choice from books
that you have multiple copies of so all the students in
a group will have a copy.

Gym Time!
Socrlt Sruores (Cooperation,

Gross Motor Skills)
This activity is for the gym or outdoors. Set up several
activity stations for active games, such as jump rope
and hopscotch. Let students decide which games
they would like to play. Students rotate after a certain
amount of time.

i:i^..:l:
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School Munal
Anr (Drawing, Cooperation) :il:

Many jobs involve teams making decisions together to
create a design. Architects, advertisers, set designers,
store owners, and toy designers all work together to
make something beautiful. For this activity divide the
school building into several areas and let groups of
students decide which area they would like to draw in
a mural. The separate murals can be put together and
dispiayed, followed by a discussion of what is missing
and can be added.

I20 KAPow Lever 1



Tneats in a Jan
Mlrx (Estimation, Computation)
Fill a glass jar with cookies or candy. Each student
estimates how many treats the jar contains. Take the
treats out and count them to see whose guess is the
closest. Then ask students to decide how many treats
each person gets, dividing the treats equally. Bonus
question: How many treats are left over? Listen to all

ways of figuring out the problem.

Tell students that estimation is an important part of
almost any business. Before a job starts, workers need
to guess how much time the job will take, how many
people are needed to get the job done, and how much
money will be spent. For example, if you hire someone
to paint your house, the painter will need to figure out
when to start, how many assistants to hire, how much
paint to buy, and how much money to charge you.

,,J

:l::: ''

'"'':'
,::.1:

At Wonk "'' ,i,

Lct{cueee ARrs (Job Awareness, Writing) ,.,'.:,

Students choose their most memorable employee ,,,,

from the worksite visit. They write a story about this , 
,,

employee at work, including why they remember the 
,,

person, what the person's job entails, and why they ,i,

think the job is important. ::r

Poster Product
Anr, LerucuAcE ARTS (Organization, Drawing)
Students create a poster of a product that the worksite
visit company sells. Ask students to think about what
the product is used for and why someone should buy
the product.
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Yorrr rrarrne

Part 1: Read about Parrot lsland.
o lt's always warml
o The beach is beautifu|.
o There are rnany patots lhat,live

only on Tarrol leland.
o You will eleep in a cabin,
r Your vacation lasts five daye,

There are lots of moequitoes
and thq AffEl
There is no electricity,
there a?e no restaurantE or
food etores,
There is fiesh waler to drink.

video gamee
camen and film
blanket
stuffed animal
paint eet

?a?er and Tencil
book

Date

a

a

Read the list of items you can bring on your vacation.
o sun hat t winter jaakel
o shoes o walkman
o soaks for five days o ingeat rcpellent
o underwear for five days o food for five days
o bathing euit o juice for frve days
o shorts for five daye , ndio
o T-shif",o for five days r in-line skates
o toothbrush . ffashlighi'-

Parl2: List five things that each person will bring.

a

t
a

o

a

a

a

t.

z-

3-

t22 KAPOW Level 1 Lesson 8 (worksheetfor "Parrot lsland Vacation', activity, p. 115)



4.

5.

Part 3: write one special thing from the list that you decided to bring.

6.

Write the name of each person in your group.

'-'veheet tor 
ilParrot tsbnd Vacation" activitY' 

p' 115)



You.r rt,u!.e

\

If

?vz'a

hamburgero

hot dogs

chips

peanulbutter and
jelly sandwiches

carcol etiake

orange eliaee

appleo

root beer

orange eoda

apple juice

cranberry juiae

rrilk

hot chocolate

chocolatn

etrawberry

vanilla

cookies and aream

coffee

mint choaolate chip

bubble gum

bouncing ball

balloon

jelly beano

whistle

paray hat

mask

penail

ailly putty

rubber bug

eunglaseee

lollipop

small Etuffed
animal

bean bag toy

plastic animal

t24 KAPOW Level 1 Lesson 8 {worksheet for ,,party Time!" activity, p. 11n



Date

Dear Parent or Guardian,

Your child has completed the KAPOW program about the world of work. Ask your

child to share with you the program worksheets and projects, which he or she may

have collected in a special briefcase or folder.

We encourage you to find oppor'cunities at home to help make your child aware of

the world of work. Here are a few ideas for activities you might do.

> Discuss your early work experiences, for example summer jobs, babysitting, or
doing chores for neighbors.

> Take your child to work with you. Show him or her how you do your job and
explain some other jobs at your workplace.

> Point out jobs your child can do at home (setting the table, putting clothes and
toys away), in the neighborhood (caring for pets), or at school (helping with a
fund-raising activity).

> Encourage your child to see activities he or she can do now that may lead to work
later. For example, a child who likes working with younger children may work as a
mother's helper now and take a class in babysitting in junior high school; a child
who is a good swimmer may help a swimming instructor demonstrate strokes now
and later take a course to become a lifeguard.

For the final I(APOW project, your child has completed a letter about favorite

activities frorn the KAPOW program. Please ask your child to read the letter aloud

to you and tell you about what he or she liked most in the KAPOW program. .

Thank you for your participation and supporl.

WOTKING TOCSIHER
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3.

This is a job I would like to do when I grow up and why:

(your signature)


